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process includes the creep, suspension, and saltation of fine particles was simulated with
the DPM within the aerial region close to the litter. The simulations proved that a collision
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between an object and the litter should happen to release particles from the litter into the
air. It was indicated that the released particles with a diameter 30 mm and particle density
1400 kg m3 were deposited on the litter for all tested air velocities. Also, particles <10 mm

Discrete parcel method

diameter remained suspended for airflow velocities >1.5 m s1. The GSA indicated that the

Computational fluid dynamics

creep process has a direct relation with the airflow velocity and coefficient of restitution
and an inverse relation with the particle density and the coefficient of friction. Overall, it
was shown that the DPM is a suitable numerical technique to simulate the dust spreading
process, and hence, it can be recommended for future studies to examine this process on
larger scales.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IAgrE. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1.

Introduction

Cage-free poultry houses, such as the aviary housing system
commonly used for laying hens, emit a considerable amount
of organic particulate matter (PM)1 into the air which has
adverse effects on human and animal health (Aarnink,

 pez, Lai, & ; M. I. Cambra-Lo
 pez, Hermosilla, Lai,
Cambra-Lo
Aarnink, & Ogink, 2011; de Rooij et al., 2019; Winkel,
Mosquera, Groot Koerkamp, Ogink, & Aarnink, 2015). The
fine dust (PM10, PM2.5, or even smaller) mainly originates
from the litter and is emitted into the air due to different
poultry activities in the litter. Litter coverage of the floor is

* Corresponding author. Wageningen University & Research, Droevendaalsesteeg 1, PO Box 16, 6700AA, Wageningen, the Netherlands.
E-mail address: sayed.derakhshani@wur.nl (S.M. Derakhshani).
1
Particulate matter (PM) or fine dust consists of particles with different diameters, like PM10 that refers to the particles with an
aerodynamic diameter smaller than 10 mm (Winkel, Mosquera, Aarnink, et al., 2015).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystemseng.2021.06.004
1537-5110/© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IAgrE. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Nomenclature
Symbol
Latin
Cþ
Cf
D
E
F
G
K
K
ksl
M
Ps
P
R
Re
T
U
uþ
ut
x, y, z
yþ
Subscripts
A
F
N
P
T
∞

Description

Unit

Smooth wall constant
Skin friction coefficient
Diameter
Coefficient of restitution
Force
Gravitational acceleration
 rma
 n constant
Von Ka
Stiffness
Interphase exchange coefficient
Mass
Close-pack pressure constant
Pressure
Radius
Reynolds number
Time
Velocity
Dimensionless velocity
Friction velocity
Characteristic distances
Dimensionless wall distance

e
e
M
e
kg m s2
m s2
e
kg s2
kg s1
kg
kg m1 s2
kg m1 s2
m
e
s
m s1
e
m s1
m
e

Air
Fluid
Normal; normalized
Particle
Tangential
Free airflow

e
e
e
e
e
e

mandatory within the EU (100% for broilers, 30% for laying
hens) for cage-free poultry houses, since it facilitates the
expression of important natural animal behaviours like
foraging, scratching, and dust bathing (Council of the
European Union, 1999). Poultry litter may consist of any
loose material, but in practice, it mainly consists of a mixture
of poultry manure and feathers, together with remaining
initial bedding material (e.g. sand, chopped straw or wood
 pez,
chips), spilled feed, and water (Marı́a Cambra-Lo
Aarnink, Zhao, Calvet, & Torres, 2010; Sanchuki et al.,
2011). Therefore this mixture is the main source of not only
particulate matter, but also for endotoxins, ammonia, and
greenhouse gas emissions from the poultry houses (Winkel,
2016). The type of housing system, the type and age of the
birds, the litter and manure management (e.g raking or
removal), the behaviour and activities of poultry, and the
type, capacity and operation of the ventilation system are all
factors that affect the litter properties (e.g. dry matter content), the release process of fine dust (PM10, PM2.5 or even
smaller particles), and thus the PM concentration of the in
ek & Cerm;
door air of poultry houses (Brouc
Calvet, Cambra

Lopez, Estelles, & Torres, 2011).
In an aviary housing system, all elements are present to
enable laying hens to perform their important natural behaviours. Several of these behaviours, such as dust-bathing
and foraging, are known to contribute significantly to the
emission of fine dust from poultry houses if performed in the
litter bed (Ellen & Ogink, 2009). For instance, chickens
perform dust-bathing behaviour to remove an excess of
feather lipids and to maintain plumage condition (van Liere

Symbol
Greek
b
g
d
ε
m
m
y
r
t
Abbreviations
CFD
DEM
DPM
MPPIC
OAT
PM
PSD
SPS

Description

Unit

Harris-Crighton constant
Viscoelastic damping constant
Boundary layer thickness
Volume fraction
Dynamic viscosity
Coefficient of friction
Kinematic viscosity
Density
Shear stress

e
kg s1
M
e
kg m1 s1
e
m2 s1
kg m3
kg m1 s2

Computational fluid dynamics
Discrete element method
Discrete parcel method
Multi-phase particle in cell
One at a time
Particulate matter
Particle size distribution
Single particle sedimentation

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

& Bokma, 1987). Normal dust-bathing behaviour can consist
of scratching with the feet, raking with the bill, wing-shaking
and head- and body-rubbing whilst lying on the side. By
these activities, a pit is formed in the litter and the litter is
driven into the plumage. During and after dust-bathing, a
significant amount of dust is emitted into the air either by
scratching the litter or by shaking the body and the wings. It
is therefore clear that these kinds of poultry behaviours with
high dynamic activities are one of the main causes of the PM
release from the litter into the indoor air of poultry houses
(Winkel, 2016).
The indoor climate of a poultry house influences the
behaviour and health condition of poultry as well. It is known
that poultry is susceptible to respiratory problems (Han et al.,
2018; Shi, Wang, Chen, Zhang, & Xu, 2019), hence providing
indoor air with a suitable quality is of importance in poultry
houses. The ventilation system of poultry houses delivers
plenty of fresh and clean air to improve the quality of the indoor air. Improper design and operation of the ventilation
system such as the high velocity of airflow inside the poultry
house or the improper direction and speed of inlet fresh air
have an adverse effect on the indoor air quality by spreading
the released fine dust due to the poultry activities or other
sources into the indoor air.
The spreading process of fine dust from the litter into the
air is shown in Fig. 1. As shown, the spreading process includes the creep, saltation, and suspension of particles from
the litter into the aerial region close to the litter (Riksen &
Goossens, 2004). The release process includes saltation and
suspension of particles from litter, and the emission process
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Fig. 1 e Spreading process of particles from a particle bed into the indoor air and the emission of fine dust into the outdoor
environment.
refers to the transfer of fine particles from indoor to the outdoor environment air through the exhausts of the ventilation
system.
Several studies have exclusively focused on experimental
measurements of the indoor air quality and mitigation solutions (including modifying litter properties) to reduce the PM
concentration of the indoor air of poultry houses and reducing
 pez,
the fine dust emission into the environment (Cambra-Lo
Winkel, van Harn, Hannink, & Aarnink, 2009; Winkel,
Mosquera, Aarnink, Groot Koerkamp, & Ogink, 2015; Winkel,
Mosquera, Groot Koerkamp et al., 2015). A number of existing studies examined the effect of the ventilation system on
the indoor air quality of poultry houses (H. H. Ellen, R. W.
Bottcher, E. von Wachenfelt, & H. Takai, 2000; Winkel, 2016;
Xiang et al., 2019). Several studies have been conducted to
determine the physicochemical properties of particulate
matter in poultry houses (Mostafa et al., 2016; Shen, Wu, Dai,
Li, & Li, 2018). Also, some researchers have studied the indoor
climate of poultry barns including the concentration of carbon
oxides, ammonia, and fine dust with numerical techniques
(Curi et al., 2017; Kwon, Lee, Zhang, & Ha, 2015; Osorio Saraz,
^ co, Olivera Rocha, Barreto Mendes, & Norton,
Ferreira Tino
2015; Park et al., 2018; Tong, Hong, & Zhao, 2019; Van Cao,
Zajicek, & Kic, 2017).
However, spatio-temporal variations of litter bed properties and aerial conditions in poultry houses have hardly been
identified in these studies and neither has their effect on PM
release and emission been examined. Thus, clear and causal
relationships between litter properties and aerial conditions
in poultry houses and the release and emission of PM from the
litter bed have not been so far established. Aslo, to our
knowledge no prior studies have investigated the spreading
process of PM in the aerial region close to the litter nor studied
the effects of litter properties and the indoor air velocities on
the dust spreading process. Identifying the key parameters
affecting the spreading process of fine dust from the litter will
be useful to develop appropriate source-oriented PM mitigation techniques for poultry houses.
There are two different approaches to study the spreading
process of PM in the aerial region close to the litter: (1)
experimentally studying the spreading process of the fine
dust for all possible properties of litter at different indoor
airflow patterns close to the litter; or (2) performing a modelbased sensitivity analysis in a large range of physical properties of litter along with a wide range of indoor airflow
patterns.

Drawbacks of the first solution are the experimental limitations such as creating the desired litter properties and aerial
conditions, the relatively high costs of experimets and the fact
that individual particles cannot be tracked to study in detail
the spreading process. The second identified solution is
feasible if there is a reliable numerical model to simulate the
litter and the aerial region close to it. In this way, all parameters that possibly influence the spreading process could be
studied and all particles could be tracked individually to
extract more detailed information regarding the different
processes occurring in the aerial region close to the litter.
The main objective of this paper is to understand the processes involved in the PM spreading process from the litter and
identify the effect of individual parameters in the spreading
processes. For that, a numerical model was developed and used
to simulate the spreading process of PM from the litter into the
aerial region above it and a global sensitivity analysis performed. This paper is structured as follows: firstly, a quantitative validation was conducted for the relevant computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) models to simulate the boundary layer of
the airflow over litter. The energy exchange between the particle phase and the airflow was then validated with reliable
sources. A particle bed that represents the particle size distribution (PSD) and the density of the litter was simulated based
on available experimental data. Finally, the validated numerical model was used to perform numerical global sensitivity
analyses to identify the influence of different parameters of the
litter properties and airflow on the spreading process of particles from the litter.

2.

Theoretical framework

2.1.

Airflow regimes

The airflow regime within poultry houses is turbulent
because of its irregularity, diffusivity, large Reynolds
numbers, three-dimensional vorticity fluctuations, and
dissipation of airflow (Davidson, 2004). Figure 2 shows how
the boundary layer of the airflow develops freely over a flat
plate without any constraints imposed by adjacent surfaces.
The spread of fine dust from the litter happens within the
laminar sublayer of the turbulent boundary layer in a very
close distance (aerial region) to the litter. Reynolds number
(Re) is one of the factors that is used in fluid mechanics to
determine the airflow regime and determining the thickness
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Fig. 2 e Different types of boundary layers for a turbulent airflow over a flat plate (Bergman, Incropera, DeWitt, & Lavine,
2011).

of the boundary layer. It is the ratio of inertial forces to
viscous forces within a fluid and it is defined as below for the
airflow over a flat plate:
Rex ¼ ra ua x=ma

(1)
3

1

where ra (kg m ) is the air density, ua (m s ) is the airflow
velocity, x is a characteristic distance (m), and ma (kg m1 s1)is
the dynamic viscosity of the air. The critical Reynolds number
for the airflow over a flat plate is Rex,crit ¼ 5  105 where the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow begins.
The thickness of the boundary layer (d) in which the airflow
velocity (u) is 99% of the free airflow velocity (U∞ ) are determined based on Blasius' analytical solutions for the laminar
and turbulent regions (Nehrkorn, 1908):
.
d
.
d

.pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x ¼ 4:91
Rex Rex < 5  105
x ¼ 0:368

.q
5Rex Rex > 5  105

(2)

(3)

Three flow regions are defined in the direction perpendicular to the wall in the turbulent boundary layer: fully turbulent
region (log-law layer), buffer layer, and viscous sublayer
 rma
 n, 1930). The thickness of these
(laminar sublayer) (Von Ka
layers is determined by the dimensionless wall distance yþ as
follows:
yþ ¼ rut y=m

Fig. 3 e The law of the wall within the turbulent boundary
layer (LEAP Australia, 2013).
(Schlichting, Gersten, Schlichting, & ). Figure 3 shows the
relation between the turbulent regions and yþ.
The dimensionless velocity uþ is used along with the friction velocity ut to determine the velocity inside the turbulent
boundary layer u:
uþ ¼ u=ut

(8)

(4)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ut ¼ tw =r

(5)


tw ¼ rCf U2∞ 2

(6)

Cf ¼ 0:0576Re1=5
x

(7)

where ut is the friction velocity (shear velocity), y is the distance from the wall, tw is the shear stress, and Cf is the skin
friction coefficient for a flat plate with the 1/7 power law

1. The laminar sublayer (yþ < 5): the fluid is dominated by
the viscous effect and the laminar boundary layer
thickness (d) in this region are calculated as below:

uþ ¼ yþ
d ¼ 11:6u=ut

(9)
(10)
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2. The logarithmic region (30 < yþ < 200): the turbulence
stress dominate the flow and the logarithmic law of the
wall is used to determine the velocity in this region:

uþ ¼ lnðyþ Þ=k þ Cþ

(11)

 rma
 n constant being typically 0.41 and
where k is the Von Ka
Cþ is equal to 5 for smooth walls (Schlichting et al., 2017).
3. The buffer layer (5 < yþ < 30): the viscous and turbulent
stresses are of similar magnitude and consequently the
velocity profile is not well defined. The Spalding profile
is a power-series interpolation scheme that links the
laminar sublayer to the logarithmic region (Kendall &
Koochesfahani, 2006) and it is used in this study to
analytically determine the airflow velocity in the aerial
zone close to the litter:

This method is computationally complex and expensive
because the interaction between all paired particles is separately computed whilst calculating the interaction between
particles suspended in the dilute flows is not required
(Derakhshani, Schott, & Lodewijks, 2017).

2.3.

In this method, a parcel of particles is represented by a
computational parcel so that the dynamic properties of a
parcel (the exchanged force between a parcel and airflow,
velocity, etc.) are the same for all particles belonging to a
parcel. Besides, the interaction between parcels is determined
by the inter parcel stress models which utilise mean values
calculated on the Eulerian mesh. The Harris-Crighton model is
a well-known inter-parcel stress model that is used in this
study (Harris & Crighton, 1994; O'Rourke, Zhao, & Snider,
2009). The inter-parcel stress term is given by:
t ¼ Ps εbp

yþ ¼ uþ

.
. i
h
2
3
2  ðkuþ Þ
6
þ expð  5kÞ expðkuþ Þ  1  kuþ  ðkuþ Þ
(12)

2.2.

Discrete element method (DEM)

The Discrete element method (DEM) is a particle-scale numerical method for simulating the bulk behaviour of granular
materials (Cundall & Strack, 1979). Newton's second law of
motion is used in the DEM for the particle phase to calculate
the interaction force between discrete particles. The net force
acting on an individual particle i is calculated by the following
formula:
mp;i dup;i

.

dt ¼ f pa;i þ f pp;i þ mp;i g

(13)

where mp,ig is the gravitational force, fpa,i is the drag force
exchanged between the airflow and the particle, and the
particleeparticle Hertz-Mindlin contact force fpp,i is as follows:

 

f pp;i ¼ kn dn;ij  gn un;ij þ kt dt;ij  gt ut;ij

(14)

where k and g are the stiffness and visco-elastic damping
constant of spherical particles, respectively. The overlap
contact distance dij between two particles of radii Ri and Rj is
shown in Fig. 4.

Discrete parcel method (DPM)

.

εcp  εp



(15)

where, εcp is the close-pack volume fraction and it is defined
for spheres with simple arrangements, εp is the volume fraction of the dispersed phase, and the other values (Ps and b) are
the modelling constants. The search of colliding particles by
calculating particleeparticle interactions based on the Eulerian particle stress model is used in DPM which decreases
dramatically the computational time. The solver provides
reliable results for the particle flows where the particle void
fraction is more than 5% (Fantin, 2018).
Figure 5 illustrates how the inter-particle/parcel collisions
are calculated in DEM and DPM methods. The interaction between all particles in the DEM is calculated based on Newton's
second law of motion and regardless of the CFD cell. Therefore
the collision between any individual particles (the brown coloured particles in Fig. 5-left) is calculated in the CFD-DEM
coupling technique. On the other hand, one parcel in the
DPM consists of a coloured cloud of particles which is shown in
Fig. 5-right. Accordingly, the number of collision calculations
can significantly be reduced by using parcels instead of individual particles in the simulation. Besides, the collision between parcels is calculated by the Harris-Crighton model
within each CFD cell (Eq. (15)) instead of Newton's second law
of motion which significantly reduces the computational time.

2.4.

Particle-air two-phase flow

The continuity equation of the fluid phase in particle-fluid
two-phase flows is given by:
vðεa ra Þ = vt þ V:ðεa ra ua Þ ¼ 0

(16)

Where εa is the volume fraction occupied by the air phase, ua
is the velocity vector of the airflow, ra is the density of air, and
t is the time. NaviereStokes equation as a partial differential
equation is used to describe the momentum of incompressible
fluid flows. The momentum equation of the fluid phase within
a porous medium is as follows:
Fig. 4 e Schematic picture of simplified Hertz-Mindlin
contact model between two particles (Derakhshani, Schott,
& Lodewijks, 2015).

vðεa ra ua Þ

.

vt þ V:ðεa ra ua ua Þ ¼  Vp  f pa þ V:t þ εa ra g

(17)
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Fig. 5 e Schematic visualisation for two different approaches for modelling the particle phase. Left: one parcel represents
one particle in the discrete element method (DEM) method. Right: One parcel consists of a coloured cloud of particles in the
discrete parcel method (DPM) method (5 particles within one parcel shown in this scheme).

Where p is the pressure, t is the stress tensor in the fluid
phase, and f pa as the momentum exchange between the particle phase and the airflow is given below:


f pa ¼ ksl ua  up

(18)

8 



< 3 4Cd εa ð1εa Þ Dp ra ua  up ε2:65
εa >0:8
a
.
.
.


ksl¼
: 150ma D2p ð1εa Þ2 εa þ1:75ra Dp ð1 εa Þua up  εa  0:8
(19)
where the inter-phase exchange coefficient (ksl) is determined
using the Gidaspow model which is suitable for both dense
and dilute particle concentrations.

2.5.

Single particle sedimentation

The particle Reynolds number (Rep ) is used to determine the
fall velocity of a particle.

Rep ¼ ra up Dp ma

(20)

Where up ðm:s1 Þ is particle velocity and Dp ðmÞ is particle
diameter. In the Stokes flow where the inertial forces are
small compared with viscous forces (Rep << 1), the viscosity
force exerted on a fine particle is given by:


f d ¼ 3pma Dp ua  up

(21)

The settling velocity of a spherical particle moving under
Stokes flow condition is calculated by integrating both sides of
the differential equation.

mdup dt ¼ mg  f d

(22)

This settling velocity of a single particle within the air was
used in this study to check the validity of the simulation
results.

2.6.

Simulation software

The OpenFOAM software was used as a CFD solver in this
study to simulate the airflow. The particle phase was
modelled in two different ways: (1) multi-phase particle in
cell (MPPIC) (Andrews & O'Rourke, 1996) that represents the
inter-parcel collisions without resolving particleeparticle
interactions; and (2) LIGGGHTS2 (Kloss, Goniva, Hager,
Amberger, & Pirker, 2012) for simulating the granular
material.

3.

Preparation and validation of models

The numerical model should be able to accurately simulate
the airflow velocity profile close to region above the litter to
represent all possible airflow patterns of poultry houses under
different climate conditions. Furthermore, the model should
be able to simulate the interaction between the airflow and
the particles of the litter as well as the inter-particle collisions.
The numerical models used in this study were validated
with different reliable sources to be used in simulating the
spreading process of fine dust along with performing the
sensitivity analysis. Accordingly, the CFD model was firstly
verified based on the NASA benchmark (Rumsey, 2011) for
turbulent flow over a flat plate. Secondly, the profiles of the
turbulent boundary layer in a poultry house at the different
airflow velocities were determined by the Spalding equation.
It should be noted that the CFD simulations can represent the
whole possible scenarios of the turbulent boundary layer
within a poultry house because a wide range of indoor airflow
velocities was used in this study. Finally, the accuracy and
reliability of the DPM model were assessed with the validated
DEM model and analytical solution (Derakhshani et al., 2017).

2
LIGGGHTS stands for LAMMPS Improved for General Granular
and Granular Heat Transfer Simulations and LAMMPS is a classical molecular dynamics simulator.
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Verification of the CFD model: airflow over a flat

This simulation was aimed to verify the CFD model for the
airflow over a flat plate with the well-known benchmark of the
NASA website (Rumsey, 2011). Figure 6 shows the domain
geometry and boundary conditions of the CFD simulation.
Mesh resolution plays a pivotal role in final CFD results. To
ensure the accuracy of the CFD solution and to keep the
computational costs low, it is necessary to keep refining the
mesh until there is very little change in the results due to the
different mesh sizes. Besides, the dust spreading process
happens in the boundary layer of the airflow over the floor, so
the mesh nodes need to be small to resolve the boundary layer
in this region. Fig. 7 shows that the mesh size is finer near the
floor to cover the region where the boundary layer is growing
and fine particles exist. The size of the mesh can increase
outside the boundary layer in the structured pattern to reduce
the computational efforts of the CFD simulation.
Figure 7 shows that all regions of the turbulent boundary
layer were accurately simulated with yþ ¼ 0:5. Therefore, the

Fig. 6 e Domain size of the NASA benchmark for a flow
over a flat plate along with the boundary conditions.

grid size of the CFD simulation was adjusted based on
yþ ¼ 0:5 to accurately simulate the airflow pattern inside the
laminar sublayer where the fine dust spreading process
happens.

3.2.

Validation of the CFD model: airflow over the litter

The distance from the inlet fans, walls, or equipment has a
significant effect on the indoor airflow pattern of a poultry
house. Hence, the characteristic linear dimension (x) of 40 m
which almost represents the middle point of a poultry house
was used in this study to determine the profile of the turbulent
boundary layer. It should be noted that a wide range of airflow
velocities was used in this study to consider different possible
turbulent boundary layer profiles. The airflow velocity above
the litter of the poultry houses may raise to 2.5 m s1 according to the different requirements for the ventilation rate
at a different period of the time, daily to monthly. The validity
of the verified CFD model was examined in this section for the
airflow velocities of 0.5 m s1 and 2.5 m s1.

3.2.1.

Domain and boundary conditions

The fine dust release process occurs inside the laminar sublayer region and the released dust is dispersed into the indoor
air through the other regions of the turbulent layer. Hence, two
different computational domains were designed in this study to
examine the accuracy of the CFD simulation in different regions of the turbulent boundary layer. Figure 8 shows the
simulation domains of the whole region of the boundary layer
(left) and the laminar sublayer and buffer layer regions (right).
The laminar sublayer, buffer, and logarithmic layers for the
airflow velocity of U∞ ¼ 0.5 m s1 end at the height of 0.0037,
0.0221, and 0.1474 m and they end for U∞ ¼ 2.5 m s1 at 0.0009,
0.0052, and 0.0346 m, respectively. Accordingly, the CFD
domain with a height of 0.02 m incorporates the airflow within
the laminar sublayer and buffer layer regions (Fig. 8-right).
The concept of boundary conditions should apply to both
ordinary and partial differential equations to analyse and solve
them. Different types of boundary conditions in CFD are

Fig. 7 e The skin friction predictions versus yþ for the airflow over a flat plate. Left: the whole turbulent boundary layer
0<Rex < 10 £ 106; Right: the region includes laminar sublayer and buffer layer 0<Rex < 2 £ 106.
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Fig. 8 e Schematics and dimensions of the computational domains (red box) along with the boundary conditions (black
arrows). Left: The CFD domain that covers the whole turbulent boundary layer; Right: The CFD domain that covers the
laminar sublayer and buffer layer regions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 9 e Airflow velocity profile at the outlet boundary within the whole turbulent boundary layer (left) and specifically
within the laminar sublayer (right) at u∞ ¼ 0.5 m s¡1.

Fig. 10 e Airflow velocity profile at the outlet boundary within the whole turbulent boundary layer (left) and specifically
within the laminar sublayer (right) at u∞ ¼ 2.5 m s¡1.
imposed on the boundaries of the domain. The inappropriate
imposition of boundary conditions may converge to a wrong
solution or lead to the simulation divergence. Hence, it is
essential to select appropriate boundary conditions to avoid
computational problems.
The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are often
used to define the velocity and pressure boundaries (Cheng &
Cheng, 2005). Dirichlet boundary conditions specify a constant value for the function on a surface (e.g. u ¼ 0) while
Neumann boundary conditions allocate a normal derivative of
the function on a surface (e.g. vu=vn ¼ 0). The boundary conditions imposed on the boundaries of the airflow domain are

shown in Fig. 8. The airflow velocity profile determined by the
Spalding equation was assigned to the inlet boundary condition. The airflow can leave the domain from the outlet and top
boundary conditions while the front and back walls are
considered as the slip boundaries.

3.2.2.

Velocity profile within the boundary layer

Figure 9 indicates that the CFD airflow velocity profile is very
well fitted to the Spalding velocity profile at U∞ ¼ 0.5 m s1 for
the whole turbulent boundary layer (left) as well as the
laminar sublayer (right) at the outlet boundary. The maximum
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Table 1 e Comparison between the accuracy and computational time of CFD-DEM, DPM, and analytical methods in
simulating the SPS.
Method
CFD-DEM
DPM
Analytical solution

Sedimentation time (S)

Sedimentation velocity (M S1)

Simulation time (S)

0.056
0.056
0.056

0.537
0.531
0.536

110.36
0.35
N.A.

percentage error between the Spalding solution and the CFD
simulation of 1.9 was seen in the buffer region.
Figure 10 shows the air velocity profile determined by the
CFD model agrees with the Spalding profile in all regions for
U∞ ¼ 2.5 m s1. Figure 10 (left) shows that the CFD and
Spalding velocity profiles for the outer layer are in agreement
but it is not possible to judge which one is better. Indeed, the
Spalding profile is not the accurate equation at heights more
than 0.03 m for U∞ ¼ 2.5 m s1 because it is only applicable to
the turbulent boundary layer. Fig. 10 (right) shows that the
CFD results are in good agreement with the Spalding profile in
the laminar sublayer. The maximum percentage error of 2.1
was indicated between the Spalding solution and the CFD
simulation for U∞ ¼ 2.5 m s1.
In this study, the accuracy of the airflow velocity profile in
the laminar sublayer is important because the spreading
process occurs in this region. Accordingly, it can be
concluded that the turbulent boundary layer can be accurately simulated with the CFD model for a wide range of
airflow velocities.

3.3.
Validation of the DPM model: single particle
sedimentation (SPS)
The accuracy of the DPM model in simulating a single particle
settlement (SPS) within the turbulent boundary layer where
the spreading process of fine dust happens was assessed with
a validated CFD-DEM model (Derakhshani et al., 2017).
Determining the velocity of particles within the air is of
importance because it has a direct effect on the spreading
process of fine dust in this region.
A particle with a density of 1400 kg m3, a diameter of
0.001 m, and the initial velocity of zero was released from
the height of 0.015 m within the stagnated air. The sedimentation time and the velocity of the particle were determined by the CFD-DEM and DPM models as well as the
analytical solution. Table 1 shows a good agreement between the CFD-DEM, DPM, and analytical results while the
DPM model is near 5 times faster than the CFD-DEM model
in terms of computational time.
The difference in sedimentation velocity between the CFDDEM and DPM models is 0.006 m s1 which is less than 1.1%
error and therefore can be considered as an acceptable accuracy. This benchmark demonstrated that the DPM model is
accurate enough to simulate the energy exchange between a
single particle and the air media that is very essential for
modelling the spreading process of fine dust from the litter.
Also, it is not helpful to model the interaction between very
fine particles with the diameter in the order of 10 mm or smaller
in the dilute particle phases (Love, Giddings, & Power, 2015)
because this increases the computational time. The

computational time of simulations for the DPM and DEM models
was 0.35 s and 110 s, respectively. The DEM computational time
can increase steeply by increasing the number of particles or
decreasing the size of particles. Thus, the DPM model was
selected as an appropriate method for studying the effect of
different parameters on the spreading process of fine dust from
the litter.

3.4.

Modelling the poultry litter

The properties and the composition of litter change with the
accumulation of manure over time, so litter may behave in a
particular way at the start of a production cycle and differ^s, Afonso, ). Hence, the obtained relaently at the end (Garce
tion between the dust concentration in a specific situation
cannot be generalised for other situations.
In this study, the particle size distribution (PSD) of the litter
from laying hens was experimentally determined at different
moisture contents. To completely dry the poultry litter, litter
samples were placed within an oven at 70  C for 16 h. When
the drying process was completed, the IR-35 moisture analyser (IR) with a disposable sample pan was used to measure the
moisture content of the dried litter. The IR was set at 70  C
with a fully automatic drying time. For the measurement, 1.5 g
of sample was taken from the storing flask and put on the
disposable sample pan. At this weight, the measurement error
is about ±0.2% (Denver instrument IR35 Manual). The measurement started automatically when the lid was closed. The
IR stopped the measurement when the change in weight over
time was close to zero. The lowest amount of moisture content obtained through drying the litter within an oven was
2.1 wt%. It should be noted that part of this moisture content is
related to the water content of the litter components and it is
not related to the tiny water droplets within the litter. Indeed,
it was possible to dry samples more, but it could damage the
components of the litter due to excessive drying; we aimed to
prevent this. In addition, the observations during the experiments indicated that litter with a moisture content of 2.1 wt%
can perfectly represent a dried litter for this study.”.
The chance of dust releasing from the dry litter is much
higher than from moist litter because the moisture content
affects the mechanical properties of the litter by increasing

Table 2 e The experimental particle size distribution of
laying hens litter with a moisture content of 2.1 wt%.
Particle diameter range (МM)
10e30
30e100
100<

Mass percentage (%)
63.2
31.5
5.3
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Table 3 e Particle size distribution of the simulated litter at two different mass percentages of PM10.
Particle daimeter

0.1e10
10e30
30e100
100<

Sample 1

Sample 2

Number of
particles ()

Mass
percentage (%)

Percentage of
number of
particles (%)

Number of
particles ()

Mass
percentage (%)

Percentage of
number of
particles (%)

677,779
90,935
1277
31

1.1
61.9
30.9
6.1

88.0
11.8
0.2
0.0

1,679,012
92,345
1301
27

2.7
61.8
30.4
5.1

94.7
5.2
0.1
0.0

buth cohesion strength and the PSD. Also, it was assumed that
the litter consists of spherical particles because (1) computationally it is not affordable to simulate the shape of all particles because of the enormous variation of particle shapes; and
(2) the drag force exerted on particles/parcels is independent
of the particle shape.
Table 2 shows the PSD of the litter based on the mass
percentage within three ranges of the particle size. These
ranges of particle size were experimentally measured but
there is not any detailed information regarding the PSD within
each specific range. Hence, it was assumed that the particles
are normally distributed between the minimum and
maximum of each range and then they were inserted into the
numerical domain.
A large portion of poultry fine dust (PM10) has a size in
the range of 0.1 mme10 mm and that was not reported in
Table 2. This could be because of the type of litter used in the
experiment and/or the effect of moisture content on the
PSD. Hence, it was assumed that 1% (sample 1) and 3%
(sample 2) of the total litter mass belonged to the particles in
the range of 0.1 mme10 mm which respectively represent
88.0% and 94.7% of the total number of particles in the
simulation domain (Table 3). As seen, a negligible mass
percentage of PM10 contains a large portion of litter particles which formed the litter sample of the numerical model.
In this study, sample 1 was used as the based litter sample
because: (1) the properties and the composition of litter
change with the accumulation of manure over the time
poultry spend in the house, so litter may behave in a
particular way at the start of a production cycle, and yet
behave differently at the end. Hence, it was not possible to

select one specific type of litter as the representative of all
available litters; (2) the main goal of this research was to
study the spreading process of fine dust (PM10) from the
litter. Sample 1 has enough PM10 (88% of the total number of
sample particles belongs to PM10) to be used in this study;
and (3) the computational time of sample 1 was less than
sample 2 because it has one million particles with a diameter in the range 0.1 mme10 mm less than sample 2.

4.

Global sensitivity analysis (GSA)

In this section, the one at a time (OAT) global sensitivity
analysis was performed to study the effect of various parameters on the spreading process of fine dust from the
poultry litter. The litter and the aerial properties along with
the variation range of their parameters are presented in Table
4 and Table 5, respectively. In this study, sample 1 represents
the PSD of litter based on Table 3 and the diameter of the
injected particles into the inlet air is shown in Table 4.
To assess the sensitivity of the various parameters (litter
properties or airflow pattern), we normalised the values of the
parameters in order to be able to scale them on the same xaxis in a combined graph. The value of the parameters was
linearly normalised from 0 to 1 for variation in a range between the minimum and maximum values.

4.1.

Creeping process

The creep ratio refers to the number of particles that left the
simulation domain within 30 s of the real-time to the initial

Table 4 e Physical properties of the litter along with their variation range.
Parameter
Ltter bed
The diameter of the particles within the inlet air
Particle density
Coefficient of friction
Coefficient of restitution

Symbol

Base-sample value

The variation range of Parameters

PSD (mm)
Dp (mm)
rp (kg m3)
mp ()
ep ()

Sample 1
1
1400
0.5
0.5

Sample 1
1; 10; 20; 30; 40
800; 1100; 1400; 1700; 2000
0.1; 0.3; 0.5; 0.7; 0.9
0.1; 0.3; 0.5; 0.7; 0.9

Table 5 e Physical properties of the airflow along with their variation range.
Parameter
Airflow velocity
Fluid density
Fluid density

Symbol
1

ua (m s )
ra (kg m3)
ma (kg m1 s1)

Base-sample value

The variation range of Parameters

1.5
1.1965
1.8301  105

0.0; 0.5; 1.0; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5
e
e
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Fig. 11 e The creep ratio based on the normalised values of the airflow speed (un∞), litter density (rnp), coefficients of
restitution and friction (ep, mp).

Table 6 e The physical properties and the location of the injected particles over the litter.
Parameter

UP (M S1)

Injector location(M)

Injection direction

rP (KG M3)

DP (M)

1.5

(40.020, 0.0015, 0.001)

(1 0e1)

2000

0.001

Value

number of particles (t ¼ 0 s) that was used in this study as an
indicator for the sensitivity analysis. Parameters that might
influence the creep of litter are the airflow velocity, particle
density, friction, and restitution coefficients of particles.
Figure 11 shows the sensitivity of the creeping process over a
flat plate covered by litter at different working conditions.
The effect of the airflow speed (un∞), litter density (rnp), and
coefficients of restitution and friction (ep, mp) on the creeping
process were expressed as the creep ratio. Figure 11 shows the
creep ratio has a direct relation with the airflow velocity and
the restitution coefficient and a contrary relation with the
litter density and the friction coefficient. It can be interpreted
that more energy is exchanged between the airflow and litter
particles by increasing the airflow velocity so that more particles can leave the domain. Also, increasing the restitution
coefficient of particles increases the inter-particle interactions
so that the airflow energy is less damped due to the collision
between particles. They also have more kinetic energy to leave
the simulation domain.
On the other hand, increasing litter density leads to a lower
creep ratio because litter particles become heavier and they
need more energy to leave the domain. Increasing the friction
coefficient between the particles eliminates the kinetic energy
of particles and consequently reduces the creep ratio. In
addition to the points raised, the data in Fig. 11 shows that the
creep ratio is less sensitive to the restitution coefficient and it
only changed 8.6% in a whole range, compared to the creep
ratio of airflow velocities, which changed 28.1%. It should also
be noted that the fine dust release process from the litter has
not been seen in any of the above simulations.

4.2.

Fine dust can be released from litter due to the different activities of chickens such as dust bathing. During dust bathing,
a wide range of particle sizes is released from litter by the
chicken's claws and spread within the aerial region close to
its body. Coarse particles settle over the litter whilst the fine
particles have a higher chance to remain suspended within
the indoor air. There are two options for studying the effect of
a collision on the release process: (1) modelling the real
chicken dust bathing behaviour; (2) assessing the sensitivity
of the dust release process from litter to a very negligible
collisions compared to the forces exchange during dust
bathing. Since identifying the sensitivity of the dust release
process to a collision is of importance for this study, the latter
option was simulated and analysed. In this way, the lowest
threshold of a collision for releasing dust from litter was
examined.
Firstly, a simulation without any collision was conducted
and it was seen that there is no dust release from the litter

Release process

In the previous section, it was investigated if particles cannot
be released from the litter when the litter and the airflow are
the only exchangers of energy together. This section aims to
study the effect of a collision between the litter and an object
to investigate the effect of a collision on the releasing process.

Fig. 12 e Geometry indicated with the red box and
boundary conditions of the cavity domain are shown by
arrows. The length of the inlet and outlet is 0.01 m. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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Fig. 13 e The sensitivity of the fine dust release process to the litter density and the airflow velocity.

Fig. 14 e Suspension ratio of particles with different sizes at air velocity of (a) 0.5 m s¡1, (b) 1.5 m s¡1, and (c) 2.5 m s¡1 (0.5 s
after injection time).

inside the cavity domain with air velocities up to 2.5 m s1.
Then, 30 particles were injected towards the litter to determine the minimum threshold of the release process due to a
collision between litter and injected particles. Several simulations were conducted to determine the size of injected
particles to be used in the sensitivity analysis of the releasing

process. Table 6 shows the specification of the particle
injector and the injected particles. Figure 12 shows the cavity
computational domain that was used in this section while
the bottom wall was covered with litter (sample 1). The velocity of the inlet air is 1.5 m s1 with a direction perpendicular to the floor.
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The injected particles collided with the litter and then they
settled down on the litter because of their high density and big
diameter. It was also observed that some of the released particles settled down again on the litter that may have been due to
insufficient energy exchange due to the collision. In addition,
some of the released particles collided with the sidewall and
they could not leave the domain too. The outlet boundary was
considered as the reference location to count the number of
released particles after the collision because there were not any
particles at this location before the collision.
The simulation ran for 0.5 s and the total number of particles that left the domain was 0 at the air velocity of 0.5 m s1
for a whole range of the particle densities. The maximum
number of particles that left the domain was 1114 particles
that belong to the particles with rp ¼ 800 kg m3 at the airflow
velocity of 2.5 m s1. Hence, the normalized release ratio of
each simulation was calculated based on the number of the
particles left the domain at that simulation to the maximum
number of particles left the domain in between all of the
simulated cases (1114 particles). Figure 13 shows the
normalized release ratio of particles counted at the outlet
boundary at the different simulation conditions. As seen, the
normalized release ratio is much bigger for particles with
lower densities at the same airflow velocities. The results
reveal that the litter density has a significant influence on the
release process when the airflow velocity becomes 1.5 m s1
and bigger.
This simulation study illustrated that (1) the collision between an object and the litter is necessary to release fine
particles from the poultry litter but it is not enough; (2) the
airflow must have sufficient velocity to carry the released
particles from the litter with itself otherwise the released
particles cannot remain suspended and they will settle down
over the litter again; and (3) the external objects must have
sufficient velocity and righ direction during the collision process to extract particles from the litter or exchange energy
with the litter particles and release them from the litter.

4.3.

Suspension and saltation processes

It was assumed that 45 particles already exist in the inlet air
and this section aims to assess the sensitivity of the suspension and saltation processes to the airflow velocity, particle
size, and particle density. The cavity domain of the previous
section (Fig. 12) was used in this section while there is not any
litter at the bottom wall of the cavity. Then 45 particles were
injected at the inlet boundary and the OAT global sensitivity
analysis was performed for the parameters introduced in
Tables 4 and 5.
The suspension ratio is equal to the number of particles
that left the domain after 0.5 s of the real-time simulation to
the total number of injected particles (45 particles at t ¼ 0 s).
Figure 14 shows the OAT sensitivity of the suspension process
based on the size/density of particles at different airflow velocities. It was observed that the suspension process is not
sensitive to the particle density at the air velocity bigger than
1.5 m s1 when the particle size is equal or smaller than 10 mm
because all particles left the simulation domain and could not
settle down over the bottom wall of the cavity. On the other
hand, none of the particles with a diameter 30 mm or bigger

and a density 1400 kg m3 left the cavity domain in all ranges
of airflow velocities.

5.

Conclusion

The discrete parcel method (DPM) was successfully used in
this study to simulate the spreading process of fine dust from
poultry litter. The boundary layer of the airflow within a
poultry barn was simulated by the CFD and it was accurately
validated based on Spalding's equation with % errors of 1.9
and 2.1 for the indoor air velocities of 0.5 m s1 and 2.5 m s1,
respectively. Single particle sedimentation (SPS) within the air
was simulated by the DPM with a percentage error of 1.1 that
proved the accuracy of the DPM model for simulating the
spreading process of fine dust within the air.
The effect of the physical properties of poultry litter and the
indoor airflow velocities on the spreading process of the dust
from the litter were identified by performing the one at a time
(OAT) global sensitivity analysis (GSA). The GSA results
demonstrated a direct relation between the creep ratio and the
airflow velocity and it was found that the creep ratio is more
sensitive to the airflow velocity than the other parameters like
sliding and restitution coefficients and particle density. Also,
the release process from the litter was not seen for the most
likely conditions that the release process might happen
(U∞ ¼2.5 m s1; rp ¼ 800 kg m3; Dp ¼ 1 mm). The release of
particles from the litter was observed only through colliding
several particles into the existing litter. This result strengthened our confidence that collisions are necessary to release
fine dust into the indoor air. Since, the exchanged force due to
colliding particles with litter is much smaller than the real
interaction of poultry with litter, this implies that much bigger
collisions caused by poultry will do the same. The GSA study
illustrated that particles with a size equal or bigger than 30 mm
settled down over the bottom wall of the cavity when the
particle density was equal or bigger than 1400 kg m3 for a
whole range of airflow velocities. Also, particles with a size
equal to or smaller than 10 mm remained suspended for airflow
velocities bigger than 1.5 m s1 for a whole range of particle
densities. The GSA revealed that the normalised release ratio
increases with increasing the indoor air velocity and the intensity of the collision between litter and external objects and
with decreasing the density and PSD of the litter. In other
words, it was confirmed that external forces on the litter, such
as activities of hens over the litter, are needed to release the
fine dust into the indoor air of poultry houses.
The findings of this paper illustrated a potential mechanism for mitigating the dust release ratio into the indoor air by
focusing on the airflow pattern close to the litter and the
physical properties of litter. The simulation results indicated
the necessity of having more attention to the interior design of
poultry barns where dust bathing or similar activities occur. In
those areas, the chance of dust release due to the chicken
activity is very high and an improper ventilation system can
spread the released dust into the whole barn.
The DPM model showed to be a powerful tool to study and
illustrate the spreading process within the indoor turbulent
boundary layer of litter in a poultry barn. The DPM model can
be used on a larger scale to simulate the effect of spreading fine
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particles within the indoor air of poultry barn. Indeed, the DPM
can be used in simulations with complex boundary conditions
and arbitrary domains to study the airborne suspension not
only in the boundary layer region but also in the real scale
simulations. The interaction between the chicken claw and the
litter can be simulated by the DPM to have a realistic understanding of the dust spreading process in real scales.
Nevertheless, in future research further development of the
numerical model is needed to consider the effect of moisture
content and chicken activities on the spreading process.
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